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Sarah's Child
After her newlywed husband, Ben, is killed while riding his bike, Elsie realizes the
only family she has left is a mother-in-law she does not meet until after Ben's
death, and whom she is instantly at odds with, and must forge a bond with the
woman if she is ever going to get over the grief. Original. 35,000 first printing.
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Girls of Glass
When Alessandro Marchese strides into the headquarters of his latest business
acquisition, one person is particularly struck by his awesome presence…. The
tingling of Cassie's skin lets her know her new boss is the man who left her
pregnant with twins! And now it seems he's forgotten her altogether. But the
formidable Italian is more affected by Cassie than he lets on. The darkness in his
memory is lifting. Now Alessandro needs just one more thing to complete the
picture—Cassie, with his wedding ring on her finger….

Somewhere to Lay My Head
From the bestselling author of Charlie and the Chocolate Factory and The BFG!
Last seen flying through the sky in a giant elevator in Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory, Charlie Bucket's back for another adventure. When the giant elevator
picks up speed, Charlie, Willy Wonka, and the gang are sent hurtling through space
and time. Visiting the world’' first space hotel, battling the dreaded Vermicious
Knids, and saving the world are only a few stops along this remarkable,
intergalactic joyride.

House of Glass
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THE SPANISH HUSBAND
Judith Revedoune vows to refuse the advances of her husband, a handsome knight,
until he breaks free of the spell of his beautiful but ruthless mistress.

THE BRAZILIAN'S BLACKMAILED BRIDE
When Maddie meets the gorgeous Greek shipping magnate Dimitri at a party, they
fall passionately in love. He follows Maddie back to England and proposes, and
they are wed one week later. Even though the sudden engagement makes her
head spin, Maddie cannot believe her luck.? Her?happiness is short-lived, however.
Dimitri’s beautiful childhood friend is waiting for her at?the mansion in Athens, and
she tells Maddie, “The one he’s really in love with is me. You’re just my substitute
because I can’t have children, and all he wants from you is an heir."

The Billionaire Bridegroom
The poems in Daniel Mark EpsteinOCOs eighth poetry collection range from the
kind of solid and accomplished works for which he is known to astonishing pieces
that are near-spiritual encounters. Always an assured poet, Epstein employs
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inventive rhythms to remarkable effect in these new poems, and it often seems as
if the reader is not so much reading the poems as remembering them. And with
the discovery each poem brings, there is a OC shock of recognition, OCO as though
these elusive yet essential ideas have been present all along. The Glass House is
an amazing bookOCowonderful in its evocations of nature, encouraging
sometimes, often elegiac and even heartbreaking."

A Priceless Love
Read this classic, passionate romance from USA Today bestselling author Michelle
Reid, now available for the first time in e-book! The man she shouldn’t want… Four
years ago, Guy Frabosa hurt Marnie so deeply she vowed never to set eyes on him
again and divorced him in a blaze of pain and anger. He fought her, but she had a
trump card and was desperate enough to use it. …is the man she can’t resist! Now
Guy holds all the cards—Marnie needed his financial help and has little choice but
to play by her ex-husband’s rules. He demands her body and soul. The thought of
returning to his side as his wife might fill her with a raging hatred—but the thought
of returning to his bed fills her with all-consuming desire! Originally published in
1993

Past Loving
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Clare usually ran a mile from powerful, sensual men like Guido Bartaldi. Only, she’d
agreed to live under Guido’s roof as companion to his wayward ward, the young
woman clearly destined to become Guido’s wife Horrified at Guido’s marriage
plans, Clare soon decided to leave—and found herself all by captive in Guido’s
palatial villa. Then she realized it was she who’d been chosen as Bartaldi’s bride!

THE KOUVARIS MARRIAGE
Italian tycoon Luciano De Santis is breathtaking in every way: he has power,
success—and a devastating effect on women. Now Luc needs a bride—and he's
decided that ordinary Lizzy Hadley will be his wife! He's set his trap and
blackmailed her, and he knows she can't refuse him. But there's one condition Luc
fails to mention—as his wife, Lizzy must produce an heir!

Tangled Hearts
Is this stranger really her husband? For a year, Samantha has been existing with
no memory of her previous life. But when a dark, stunningly handsome Italian
walks into her life, Sam's past is about to be revealed… When Sam sees André
Visconte, she faints clean away. Is her body's instinctive response to him telling
her that she's recognized him? However, there are further shocks in store, the first
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of which is André's insistence that he is her husband!

Passionate Scandal
Read this passionate Harlequin Presents from USA Today bestselling author
Michelle Reid. One scandalous secret… Lily Norfolk's married life was a lie. Now
after the death of her husband, she's determined that her long-held secret will
remain concealed. Until her tempestuous relationship with her devastatingly
handsome brother-in-law, Dane threatens to expose the depth of her deception.
One forbidden night… Despite their attraction, Dane has always believed Lily
married his brother for money. But when their incendiary passion ignites for one
forbidden night, Dane finally learns just how innocent Lily really is… Originally
published in 1993

Marriage on the Rebound
To bed…or wed? When Serena's engagement to a property developer ends, she
vows to avoid rich men! As a hairdresser, she wasn't good enough for her
fiancé—as she overhears tycoon Nic Moretti comment at a party! Serena's shocked
when her new job brings her into contact with Nic. Determined to teach him a
lesson, she's shaken by the passionate relationship that develops. But does this
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billionaire want a high-society bride?

THE ITALIAN'S REVENGE
Read this classic romance by USA Today bestselling author Carole Mortimer, now
available for the first time in e-book! Pursuit of the forbidden… It’s been ten years
since Sarah Harvey has been permitted to see her only nephew. So now that the
boy has defied his father and come to visit, Sarah vows to do everything she can to
make their reunion happy and long lasting. Even if it means facing brooding—and
devastatingly sexy—Garrett Kingham again… Sarah has always been in love with
Garrett. But after his convenient and destructive marriage to her late sister,
pursuing her feelings for Garrett is strictly forbidden… Originally published in 1987

Lost in Love
【A story by USA Today bestselling author becomes a comic!】“If it’s a rich man
you’re after, perhaps I might suffice?” Proud Cristina’s pride is torn to shreds by
the scorn dripping from her ex-lover’s proposal. Her family business is on the brink
of bankruptcy, and her last chance to save it has come in the form of a party held
by the Brazilian elite. She’s there to find an investor, but no one’s biting. No one,
that is, except for Anton Scott-Lee?the president of one of the biggest banks in the
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world and Cristina’s ex. He’s held a grudge ever since they broke up. Now that
she’s come crawling back, he has his revenge. But he doesn’t know the true reason
Cristina tore his heart to shreds six years ago…

Alice Game
Caroline, the daughter of the noble Newbury family, never wanted to return to the
place where she fell passionately in love with Luiz and had her heart broken. But in
order to pay back her family’s debts and save them from bankruptcy, that’s
exactly what she must do. Luiz owns her family’s debts, and he hasn’t changed
one bit! His amber eyes still intoxicate her. So she’s already off balance when he
makes her an unbelievable proposal. They’ll make a wager and if she wins, he’ll
write off the entire debt. But if she loses…her bloodline will be his!

The Purchased Wife
Billionaire Oscar Balfour’s daughters are the darlings of the tabloid press – so it’s
no surprise that the arrival of an illegitimate Balfour girl sends the gossip columns
wild! Mia needs to learn the gilt-edged ways of his world fast. Brooding Greek
tycoon Nikos takes her on as his personal assistant. Can he come to her rescue?
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Forever, Interrupted
Read this classic, passionate romance from USA Today bestselling author Michelle
Reid, now available for the first time in e-book! The Taming of Madeline Wild and
wilful, Madeline had run rings around the besotted men who fell for her wicked
blue eyes and black mane of hair. Until she met Dominic Stanton. Their scandalous
affair and broken engagement had sent Madeline running, crushed by a man who
took his revenge in the most public of ways. But now Madeline has returned,
poised and controlled, her inner fire hidden — to everyone but Dominic. And,
somehow, two passionate adversaries will try to end the bitterness that has driven
their families apart. But both know it’s a dangerous game… Originally published in
1994

The De Santis Marriage
Their fun summer together ended and Jay went abroad to study. Eighteen-year-old
Rebecca believed Jay when he told her they’d get married when he returned home
in a year. But when she sent a letter informing him of her pregnancy and asking for
his help, she was heartlessly accused of lying in an attempt to blackmail his
distinguished family. Ten years later, she finds a notice in the newspaper looking
for her because her mother has fallen ill. She returns to her hometown, and Jay, a
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man she never thought she would see again, appears in front of her. He looks at
her with the same passionate gaze he had in the past, and he’s acting as though
he never hurt her!

Mia's Scandal
Claire was trying to look after her baby sister alone. She was on the verge of taking
drastic action when she met Andreas Markopoulou, a sexy Greek tycoon—and the
answer to her prayers. Andreas offered to marry Claire and adopt Melanie. His
adored grandmother longed to hold her great-grandchild before she died. It
seemed Andreas would go to any lengths to grant his grandmother's wish, even if
that meant deceiving everybody—including his new bride.

The Ultimate Betrayal
Catherine has been living half a globe away from her husband, Vito, for three years
now. For as long as he can remember, their son, Santos, has never seen his mother
and father together. Vito was looking forward to the next of Santos’s periodic
visits, but his new lover, Marietta, isn’t happy about having Santos in the picture.
To protect Santos from Marietta’s cruelty, Vito hatches a plan to live together with
his wife and son as a family once more. Though her old wounds haven’t healed and
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the fire of their love has long since gone cold, Catherine finds her heart racing at
Vito’s touch. Are they living together for Santos’s sake alone?

The Glass House
An Amazon Charts bestseller. It takes more than a lie to hide the dark secrets of
this picture-perfect family. When the granddaughter of one of Florida's most
powerful judges disappears, it triggers a personal trauma for Detective Alice
Garner: the kidnapping and murder of her own child. As a flood of painful
memories comes rushing back, Alice sees herself in the guilt-ridden and
emotionally fragile mother Charlotte Burke, who has become the target of a rush to
judgment. All too familiar with Charlotte's situation, Alice is reluctant to cast any
blame. Her gut instincts tell her that Charlotte's anguish is rooted in something
else--somewhere too dark for the truth to be seen. And Alice believes that it's
hiding behind the facade of the illustrious and guarded Burke mansion. But
uncovering Charlotte's past comes with a risk. For Alice's own life is becoming
entangled in the secrets and lies of the picture-perfect family--an image that is
about to be shattered in so many unexpected ways.

The Unforgettable Husband
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Xander Pascalis can buy anythingincluding a wife! At millions of dollars, Helen is
lavishly expensive. But Xander thinks he knows a good deal when he sees one.
However, when Helen refuses to share his bed, Xander is forced to take his
headstrong wife to his private Greek island to tame her into keeping her marriage
vows. He wants value for money: she will give him the wedding night that, so far,
she's denied him.

The Tycoon's Bride
When Lilly’s husband passed away in an accident, she immediately reached out to
Dane, her husband’s older brother, and awaited his arrival with a shattered soul.
But Dane believes Lilly married his brother for his money and doesn’t hide his
opinion from her: she’s a lowly woman who’s disgraced the renowned Norfolk
name, a villainess with a pretty face! Lilly’s heart is torn by Dane’s hateful words.
Little does he know the secret agreement she and her late “husband” came to.
He’s unaware that the marriage was fake, nor does he know that Lilly’s body
remains innocent…

THE DARK SIDE OF DESIRE
Alice didn¿t fall down a rabbit hole. She was pushed down a staircase by a white
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Playboy bunny. She wakes up in Oz as the newest participant of the 27th Alice
Games. If Alice can survive the journey to the Emerald Castle and select Red
Queen as ruler, Oz has momentary peace and Alice can go home. If Alice dies
along the way, then Oz will turn into a hellish, eternal winter. Alice suspects
there¿s more than that. If other Alices from Earth have already played, why is Oz
still broken and frozen in time, repeating the Alice Games over and over? It¿s time
to unveil all the secrets and make this the last Alice Games ever played.Then she
meets the knight Ace, a charming distraction and possibly a threat. Ace¿s past is
as dark as Oz¿s, yet Alice¿s heart tells her that he¿s the key to ending the Alice
Games forever. Falling in love is irrational because she¿s going home at the end,
dead or alive. But oh, that smile. For once in her life, she doesn¿t know if she
should listen to reason, or trust an emotion she¿s never put much credit in. With
her life on the line, she can¿t afford to be wrong.

After Their Vows
Read this classic, passionate romance from USA Today bestselling author Michelle
Reid, now available for the first time in e-book! Jilted at the altar! Shaan Saketa has
heard the words before but never thought they would apply to her. Humiliated and
alone, she stands facing a thousand guests when her boss, ruthless tycoon Rafe
Danvers, makes a shocking proposal. Suddenly she finds herself married to the
wrong man and whisked away on a honeymoon! Rafe has always suspected that
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there was more to his mousy secretary than meets the eye, and he’s right. But as
he indulges in exquisite nights little does he know that Shaan is wondering just
how ruthless he really is and just how far he went to have her in his bed! Originally
published in 1997

HOUSE OF GLASS
Giancarlo Cardinale is determined to end the affair between his brother-in-law,
Edward, and the man’s young secretary. But as soon as he lays eyes on Natalia, he
realizes how she managed to seduce the man away from his sister. He quickly
decides to end the previous affair by seducing Natalia himself. But Giancarlo isn’t
prepared to be swept away by Natalia’s mind as well as her looks. Natalia is also
swept away…but she isn’t prepared to reveal the truth about her relationship with
Edward.

Nothing Changes Love
Offered by her father English rose Flavia Lassiter has never been comfortable in
her father's glitzy world. Summoned to yet another of his ostentatiously lavish
parties, she finds that her one order is to be "nice" to a wealthy investor. Her body
may be on offer, but she shields her heart behind an icy shell. Taken by the
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billionaire! Leon Maranz emanates a dark power that sends shivers through her
body-threatening to shatter her frosty facade. To let the self-made billionaire bed
her would be to do her unscrupulous father's bidding. But to turn Leon down would
be to deny her body's deepest desires.

The Dark Side of Desire
Burning Obsession
Revenge When a tragic family accident reunites Shannon Gilbraith with Luca
Salvatore, she isn’t prepared for the searing attraction that still flames between
them. Luca is motivated by more than the custody of their orphaned baby niece
when he proposes – he’s looking for revenge

Edge of Temptation
Read this classic, passionate romance from USA TODAY bestselling author Michelle
Reid, now available for the first time in e-book! Forced to marry! When Mia Frazier
agrees to her father’s demand to marry Greek millionaire Alexander Doumas, she
knows both men stand to gain from the deal—Alex will win back his family’s island,
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and Mia’s father will get the grandson and heir he so desperately longs for. But
what about Mia? She has her own reason for agreeing to be Alex’s wife—which is
not financial gain, as Alex cynically believes. But how can the truth stay hidden,
when she shares such intense passion with her new husband…and is now carrying
his child? Originally published in 1998

Bartaldi's Bride
"Angie de Calvhos meant every word of the vows she shared with husband Roque
at the altar. Pity he didn't return her sincerity Expecting happy-ever-after, instead
Angie found herself going through a mortifyingly public separation. Now divorce
papers in hand, Angie has finally built up the courage to put an end to her time as
a de Calvhos wife once and for all. But she's forgotten the magnetic pull Roque
possesses. And that broken vows don't necessarily mean a broken marriage" -Cover verso.

The Velvet Promise
The valley's fate was in Rafe's hands Everyone wanted to know whether Rafe
Glyndower would turn over his father's centuries-old estate to modern lead mining.
Catherine's uncle was a farmer-tenant whose livelihood would be ruined; he
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convinced Catherine that she must confront Rafe. She had known Rafe from
childhood. But now he was a man: powerful, handsome—and married. Which
shouldn't have mattered, except that suddenly much more was at stake for
Catherine than the fate of her uncle's farm!

Charlie and the Great Glass Elevator
Marry in haste, divorce at leisure… Lexi's husband of only one year was cheating
on her. WHen she flung the words at him, "I really don't care about you breaking
your promise—I would much rather have the money," she was lying through her
teeth. But now she had only her pride left to salvage. Let Jake think that she was a
cheap little gold digger. She was going to leave him and start a new life! But, of
course, Jake traced her to Italy and he wasn't about to let her forget that they were
still legally married. But as far as Lexi was concerned, he could try blackmailing her
all he wanted—she would never resume her place in his bed!

Marchese's Forgotten Bride
Re-read this classic romance by USA Today bestselling author Carole Mortimer.
Relieved that her beloved father has awoken from his coma, Kelly Lord isn’t
prepared for the news that he has amnesia and thinks she’s still happily married!
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Now she must not only see her husband again after five long years apart — but
they have to live together, pretending to be newlyweds! Being back in Jordan’s
presence soon raises feelings long since buried for Kelly — including their
incendiary passion! Could a night in her husband’s bed mend what was once
broken? Mills & Boon Modern — Escape to exotic locations where passion knows no
bounds.

Indecent Deception
Why Had He Returned? It was over ten years ago since Holly, a naive girl still in her
teens, had fallen for Robert Graham and had assumed that his intentions were
more long-term than just an affair. She had been bitterly disillusioned. Robert had
no intention of marrying before he had made his way in life, and had callously
abandoned Holly in search of pastures new. Now he was back in town and
apparently willing to pick up their relationship where he had left off. But Holly had
other ideas…

Italian Deception: The Salvatore Marriage / A Sicilian Seduction
/ The Passion Bargain
Fall in love all over again with this heart-wrenching favorite from New York
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Timesbestselling author Linda Howard. When a tragic accident takes everything
that matters to Rome Matthews—his wife, Diane, and their two little boys—it also
robs Sarah Harper of herbest friend. Sarah wants to reach out to Rome because
they are both grieving, but she'safraid of the secret she's been keeping all these
years: she's in love with her bestfriend's husband. Sarah knows she can never
reveal her true feelings to Rome, but as theyspend more time together, the spark
between them only grows. Will Rome keep fighting hisneed for Sarah, or will he
accept that sometimes, life gives you a second chance at love? Previously
published in 1985 and 2006.

The Price of a Bride
Wedlocked! A marriage in crisis… "I never meant to do it…she was just there when
I needed someone…" Rachel and Daniel had three adorable children and a strong
marriage—or so Rachel had always believed. But her happy life was shattered
when she was told that Daniel had been having an affair. Then she realized that
they'd been growing apart for years. Rachel wanted so much to save her
marriage—but was it too late? Could she ever forgive Daniel, if he had committed
the ultimate betrayal? By the author of House of Glass—winner of the Romantic
Times Award for Best Presents Plus of 1994.
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Eye of Heaven
A SICILIAN SEDUCTION
Revenge is a dish best served cold For one moment after Chrissy Hamilton
overheard Blaze Kenyon making a cruel joke at her late mother's expense, she
knew the heady sensation of revenge – but then she realised she'd lost control,
and her joband put herself totally at Blaze's mercy! She had to accept the
housekeeping job that Blaze then arranged for her, if she was to provide a secure
home for little Rosie. Chrissy comforted herself that even if it hurt to accept Blaze's
help, it wouldn't be him who would be her lord and master, so he couldn't make
her the target of his blackmailing, womanising ways
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